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BY
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I. Introduction.   A function g(z) is algebraic if it satisfies an equation

I.m

(1) 2   c,uz\g(z))" = 0

with cA(I constant. If in particular the coefficients are algebraic or, equivalently,

rational integral, g(z) is said to be algebraic in the arithmetic sense. Th. Schneider

(Schneider [1, Theorems I, III]) in 1951 established criteria under which an

analytic function is algebraic in the arithmetic sense. O. S. Içen (Içen [1]) generalized

Schneider's results. In this paper we seek other criteria which extend Schneider's

theorems and in certain cases, Içen's theorems as well. The results are then

generalized to sufficient conditions for m functions to be algebraically dependent.

The degree to which these theorems are best possible is discussed.

II. Algebraic functions.   The height 77(0) of an algebraic number 9 is the

maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients of the minimal polynomial of 6.

Lemma 1. If g(z) is algebraic in the arithmetic sense, then

g(l\v) is algebraic of bounded degree for all

sufficiently large integral v

and

(3) logT7(g(l/,))<oo
v V-oo log V

Proof. g(z) satisfies equation (1) with integral coefficients and hence

l.m

(4) 2 c,uv'-"(g(iiv)y = o.

Thus (2) holds for all but finitely many values of v. Using Le Veque's Theorem

4-3 (Le Veque [1, p. 126]) and (4), we obtain

H(g(llv)) é 6mmax|cA>'-\
A.«
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Thus there is a positive constant k for which H{g{l¡v))<vk for v>vQ. Hence (3)

holds.

We shall need the following generalization of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. If g{z) is algebraic and g{zv) is algebraic for infinitely many algebraic

values ofzv, then g{z) is algebraic in the arithmetic sense and hence (2) and (3) hold.

Proof. g{z) satisfies equation (1) and hence

I,m

(5) >  chllzî{g{zv)y = 0.
Á,U = 0

We can write

(6) _    c^cft' + Ä+.-.+Ä

where the cJJ's are algebraic, and the £K's are transcendental and linearly independ-

ent over the field of algebraic numbers. Substituting (6) into (5) we obtain

2 c£X(g(z*)Y = o.
A, (1 = 0

Therefore the functions

i.m

G«\z)=   2   c^z\g{z)f
A,« = 0

have zeros at zv. But G<K\z) is algebraic so that it can have infinitely many zeros

only if it is identically zero.

The interesting thing is that for functions which are analytic at z=0, the con-

verse of Lemma 1 is also true. In fact (2) or (3) may be weakened. Note that for

g{z) analytic at z = 0, g{l¡v) is defined for sufficiently large v. We begin by keeping

(2) and weakening (3).

Theorem I. Let g{z) be analytic at z = 0 and suppose that

g{ljv) is algebraic of degree at most d

for sufficiently large integral v

(8) lim        log^O/")) - v < 1
(8) ™P      vlogv       ~y< 20d3 + 12d2-13d+2

Then g{z) is algebraic in the arithmetic sense. Conversely, if g{z) is algebraic in the

arithmetic sense, then there is a dfor which (7) holds and (8) holds with y = 0.

Proof. Let g{z) be analytic in \z\ < r. We have 1/v < rß for v > v0 with v0 integral.

Let t be such that y< t < l/(20d3 + 12d2- 13d+2). Then by (8) we have, for suffi-

ciently large v, say v > v0, that

(9) log77(g(l/^))< iv log ̂ .
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Let

I.M

(10) <l>(z)=   2 c^(giz)Y.
A,« = 0

We seek integers cÁlt not all zero and not too large for which

(11) <p(l¡v) = 0       forv = v0+l.v0+n.

Where /, m, and « are integers to be specified later. Let g(l/v)=ßv=ß and

degg(l/v) = 8(v) = 8id.

Let the minimal equation for ß be

I bJS* = 0
x = o

so that

max |6J = H(g(llv)).
oSxSó

The following lemma is easily established by induction on p.

Lemma 3. There are integers sxltfor which

ßß = br(s0u + sXuß+ ■ ■ ■ +s0-Xuß0-1)

and

\sj Ú (2H(ß)f       (x = 0,..., 8-1; p = 0, 1, 2,...).

From (11) and Lemma 3 we obtain a system

l.m

(12) 2   "'"'^'"'Va« = 0.
A,« = 0

where y = 0,..., S—1 and v = v0+\,..., v0 + n, of at most nd equations in the

(/+ l)(«t+1) unknowns cKl¡¡.

Let l=[n¡2(d+l)} and m=4d(d+1)-1. Then (l+l)(m+l)^2nd. For some

integer c(n) to be specified later, we seek a solution of (12) for which

(13) IcJ < nKc(n).

Let cAlt=0, 1,..., nxc(ri)— 1. Let >>v>s denote the linear form on the left of (12).

Then using Lemma 3 and (13) we get

(14) |j>M| ^ c(n) exp [Hogn + mtvlog v + o(n log«)].

The number of cAu-vectors is

l.m

F]  nAc(n) = nKl + 1Km + 1)l2(c(n)y, + 1Km + 1).

A,u = 0
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By (14), the number of yv¡0-vectors is at most

537

vo + n

{c{n) exp [I log n + mtv log v + o{n log n)])d.
V = Vo + 1

Thus we see that there is a function/(n) = o{n log n) such that if n = (2d(d+1) -1/2)/

and c(n) = [exp {hn log n+/(n))], then the number of cA(J-vectors is greater than the

number of yv ¿-vectors. With this choice of c{ri) we have two different cAM-vectors

that are mapped into the same jv>(5-vector. Consequently, by the linearity of

yVtö, their difference is mapped into the zero vector. Letting cAu denote the com-

ponents of the difference vector, we see by (13) that (12) has a solution in integers

cA/i not all zero for which

(15) \chu\ ^ nA exp [hn log n + o(n log «)].

Since n>0, the upper bound in (15) is an increasing function of n.

We have faz) = 0 for

z = l/(Vo+l),..., 1/Oo + w).

We shall now show that if faz)=0 for

z= l/(v0+l),...,l/(v0+ni),

then faz) = 0 for z=l/(v0 + «x+l) provided nx>n and n is sufficiently large.

The function

faz)
{z-l¡{Vo + l))- ■ -{z-ll{Vo+nx))

is analytic in \z\ á3/-/4. Therefore, by using the maximum principle and the fact

that l/(v0 + /ii + l)<3r/4, we get

(16)

t U + ni+1/

(-1_U..-Í—i_u
\v0 + n! + l    v0 + l;      \v0 + nx + l   v0 + nx/

^   max
|2| = 3r/4

faz)

(ZM...(Z__L_)

From (10), (15) and the fact that Ag/, we obtain

(17) \faz)\ g exp [(2(^+1) + /i)wi lo8 "i + °("i log «i)J

for |z| = 3r/4. Also for \z\ =3r/4 we have

(18) |z_i/(Vo + i)|...|z_l¡{Vo+nx)\ s£(r/4)»i.
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Using «ïie ni < «j ! ̂  «"i we obtain

m v0 + «i+l    v0+l

1 1

v0+«i+l    v0+nx
â y"yi»-"i

for some positive constant y. Putting (17), (18), and (19) into (16) yields

(20) K7T«TTï)| - CXP [(2^) + h-l)nxlognx + o(nxlognx)].

By using (10), (15), and (9), we get for the conjugates

the upper bound

(21)
Y    Vo + «i + l/

< exp [{« + (4d(d+1) - l)f }"i log nx + o(nx log nx)].

Let Tí be the denominator of <t>(H(v0 + nx +1)). Then by (10) and (9),

1
(22) K Ú exp [l2(rf+ n + (W+1) - l)ij«i log «i + o(nx log «Jj ■2(d+1)

By using (20), (21), and (22), we get for the norm of the algebraic integer

^(l/(vo + "i + l)X

g exp[{-± + (l0d3 + 6d2-±i-d+l)t}nxlognx + o(nxlognx)].
(23)

Thus by (8), the norm has absolute values less than 1 for all nx ̂  « if n is sufficiently

large.

With this choice of «, we have

<?(l\(vQ + nx+l)) = 0       for «j ^ «

and consequently

<j>(z) = 0       for z = l/(v0+ 1), l/K + 2),....

This implies, since </>(z) is analytic at z = 0, that <¿(z)=0. Consequently g(z) is alge-

braic in the arithmetic sense.

We remark that the upper bound in (8) which is asymptotic to l/20d3, can be

improved by a better choice of / and m to one which is asymptotic to 1/18.6íT3.

Theorem I generalizes Schneider's Theorem I. It also generalizes Içen's Theorem

I when specialized to the case zv= 1/v and g(z) a function of a complex variable.

A series of the form

(24) f(z) =  2 a*(z-zi)- • (*-**)>

where {zv} is a sequence of complex numbers, is called a generalized Taylor series.
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Lemma 4. 7//(z) is analytic for \z\<r and |zv| á Sr for v= 1, 2, 3,... ; dien ine

series (24) converges for \z\<{l—28)r and \ax\^c{{l — 8)r)'x, for x>Xo, where c

is some positive constant.

Lemma 5. If

lim supdaj)1'* = -=   and   lim sup \zx\ = 8R,
X-.CO R X-.00

then the series (24) converges for |z| < (1 — 8)R to an analytic function.

Lemma 6. Let a and ß be algebraic numbers of degree Sx and s2. Then

(25) 77(<*+ß) ^ c(77(a))s<77(ß))si

where c>0 depends only on Sx ands2. If ' a ^0, then

|a| £ 1/277(a).

We omit the proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5, but we shall indicate why (25) holds.

Let 6 be an algebraic number with degree s, denominator a and conjugates

0=0<1>, 0(2>,..., 0(s). Define

77*(0) = |a|nmax(l, |ö(i)|).
i = i

Then by Lang's Lemma 1 (Lang [1, p. 47]),

(26) 2~SH*{6) ^ 77(0) ^ 2S77*(0).

Also we have

H*{a+ß) ^ \ab\ nmax(l, |a(i)+ß0)|)
t,t

^ \ab\ Yl (2 max (1, |a«'|) max (1, |ß«>|)) = 2sis277*(a)77*(ß)
id

and this combined with (26) yields (25).

We shall investigate the degree to which Theorem I is best possible.

Theorem II. Let y be defined by (8). Then for y= 1 there are uncountably many

{transcendental) functions g{z) for which

(27) g{z) is analytic at z = 0.

For a sufficiently large integral v,

g{l/v) is algebraic of degree at most d.

The set of functions satisfying (27), (28), and y< l/2d is countable.
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Proof. We first prove the second assertion. Let g(z) be analytic in \z\<r. Then

we have 1/v < r/4 for v > v0 and

(29)        tfZ)=|^_^)(z_^)...(2__y

for \z\<r¡2.

Let

7?v =    2    a* '
z = o

(vq+1-v)- ■ -(fp+y-v)

^o+i)---K+x)

Then for v > vx with Vi sufficiently large and for some constant cx > 0,

(30) |*v-*(l/")| á (c^-^-o-i).

The coefficients a0,...,ax are determined once

g(l/(,0+l)),...,?(l/(,0 + x+l))

have been chosen. Suppose that there are two distinct choices a and ß of g(l/v)

for v>vx. Then by (30),

(31) lßH(a-ß) <  \a-ß\  ^ 2(c1v)-(v-vo-D.

Let £>0. Then from (31), Lemma 6 and (8) we infer that for v sufficiently large,

(32) c2v2d<-v + c» > (cxvy-vo'1

where c2 > 0 depends only on d. But for e sufficiently small, (32) contradicts y < I ¡2d.

Thus, there is at most one choice for ^(1/^) for v>vx. Consequently the denumer-

able number of choices for g( 1/v), ví¡ vx determines g(z) and there are only countably

many such functions g(z).

Now let us prove the first part of the theorem. We seek functions g(z) given by

(29) satisfying (28) and such that

(33) Hm       logT7(g(l/,))=L
V-. oo V log V

Let ax = eJ2x(x+l) and v0=0 where ex can be chosen in two different ways as,

say, 1 or — 1. Then (29) converges for \z\ <2. Consequently ¿Kl/v) is bounded and

.-i(-W'IÎ)
x = o OY

for some constant M. Moreover, g(ljv) is rational with denominator (2v)v_1 so

that (33) holds. Thus (29) yields uncountably many such functions g(z) all of

which are transcendental by Lemma 2. This completes the proof of Theorem II.
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Thus we see that if (8) could be replaced by the condition y < 1, then the resulting

theorem would be best possible.

Let us now consider functions g{z) which satisfy (27) and (28). We know by

Lemma 2 that if g{z) is algebraic, then y = 0. Conversely, by Theorem I we know

that if y=0, then g{z) is algebraic. Thus Theorem I tells us that there are no such

functions g{z) with 0<y< l/(20d3 + 12d2-13d+2). Following E. G. Straus, we

define the arithmetic limit of y to be that number y0 such that for each y^y0

there are uncountably many such functions g{z) and for all y<y0 there are at most

countably many such functions g{z). Thus, by Theorem II, we have lßdtiy0= 1

if jo exists. See Figure 1.

no functions i

0 '—"—•          2d                  y0 r

•-•-•-•-

uncountably many

transcendental functions
-»-     -

Î l/(20d3 + 12d2 - 13d + 2)

-v-
all at most countably many

algebraic transcendental functions

functions

Figure 1. The spectrum on the y-axis of functions g{z) satisfying (27) and (28).

We now weaken condition (2). By Schneider's Lemma 29 (Schneider [3, p. 140])

and an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem I, we obtain the following.

Theorem III. Let g{z) be analytic at z=0. Suppose that

g{\¡v) is algebraic, deg g{l¡{v0 + v)) ¿,dv for

integral v>v0 and dv nondecreasing

and

(35) limd3+1log377(g(l/,)) = 0
v->co V lOg V

Then g{z) is algebraic in the arithmetic sense. Conversely, if g{z) is algebraic in the

arithmetic sense, then the degree is bounded and there is a dvfor which (34) and (35)

hold.

Theorem III generalizes Schneider's Theorems I and III(2). Also if we let zv=l/v

in Içen's Theorem I and zv= 1/v, y=(l/3)J in Içen's Theorem II, then the resulting

specializations of Içen's Theorems I and II are covered in the case that g{z) is a

function of a complex variable.

(2) Schneider's theorem reads d, = o(v112) but according to a remark in Içen's paper

(Içen [1, p. 45]) Schneider has announced that this should be dv = o(y113).
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III. Algebraically dependent functions. We now consider m functions j\(z),...,

fm(z) which are analytic at one point which we might as well assume to be z = 0.

We assume that the values of these functions at a sequence {zv} which converge

to, say, 0 are algebraic. Roughly speaking, if H(fu(zv)) and deg/,(zv), for

P=l,...,«? and v = v0+l, v0 + 2,..., are not too large and if the sequence {zv}

converges sufficiently rapidly, thenfx(z),.. -,fm(z) are algebraically dependent.

It would be possible to generalize our results to cases in which the sequence

{zv} has more than one cluster point in the domain of analyticity of the functions

in question.

Let Q be the field of rational numbers. For some index v0, let

deg Q(fi(zVo +v),... ,/m(zVo + v)) ^ dv.

Let

m Vo+V

fi deg/tt(zv) g «v,       Dv =     2    h*
« = 1 x = vo+l

and

"v  =   |Zv0+v + l      zv0 + 11 ' ' ' I ̂ v0 +v + l      zv0 + v I ■

We define a measure p and a finer measure a of the asymptotic behavior of Pv

by

p = lim inf (log | log 7\ |/log v)
V-* 00

and

o = liminf(|logPv|/v"logv).

Thus p and a are measures of the rate of convergence of {zv}. For o we have

OS a5;oo, but for p we have

Lemma 7. 7/{zv} is a convergent sequence of distinct points, then

lim ((log Pv)lv) = -00
V-* 00

and consequently l^p^oo.

Proof. Without loss of generality assume that {zv} converges to 0. Let e>0.

Then there is a vx such that

|zVo+v+1-zVo+J(| < e       ifv,x>vx.

Consequently, logT\< — yv for all large v and for every y>0.

Examples. Assume v0=0. Let zv=l/v. Then Pv = (l + v)~v. Hence p=l and

ct= 1. Let zv = v'112. Then

(4el/2)-vv-v/2   <  pv   <   „-v/2_
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Hence p = \ and a= 1/2. More generally, if {zv} is a convergent sequence of distinct

algebraic numbers of bounded degree with 77(zv) = 0(va) for some constant a,

then p = l. For the sequence 1/2V we have

^(y + v) < |logFv| < l^|2(v2 + 3v+2).

Hence p = 2 and a=0.

Let

.. log(Fi'mdv + 1)
a = hm sup        ,  —!-Li¿

V-.W log V

and

,. log log 377(/(zv))
y„ = hm sup —-—-.- •

v-a. log v

Theorem IV. Let fx{z),.. -,fm{z) be m functions analytic at z=0. Let {zv} be a

sequence of distinct points converging to zero. Suppose that fu{zy) is algebraic for

p= 1,..., m andv=l, 2, 3,... ; nv is a nondecreasingfunction and that

1    m

(36) o+- y
m ¿->. Vu < P-

Thenfx{z),.. .,fm{z) are algebraically dependent.

Proof. We shall only outline the proof since it is similar to that of Theorem I.

LetZ(zv) for p= 1,..., m be analytic in \z\ <r. We have |zv| <rß if v>v0. Let

I„=0

We seek integers c%l...,m not all zero and not too large so that <£(z)=0 for

z=zv+1, • • •, zv0 + n- That is

(37) 2 cH...lm{fx{zv)y1 ■ ■ ■ (/m(z,))'- = 0

for v=v0+l,..., v0 + n.

Let ßu = ßu{v)=fu{zv), 8{p) = 8{p, v) = deg ßu and b6M = bm){v) be the denominator

of ßK for jLt= 1,..., m. Then by applying Lemma 3 to each of the algebraic numbers

#l.¿T we obtain

(38)        ßl1 ■ • -jSr - b-H\) ■ ■ ■ b-6i%    2    a^> • • •. rB, «rx,..., am)ß^ ■ ■ ■ ß°m">

d(ü)-l

2
<¡u =0

where the coefficients are integers which satisfy

(39) \a{rx, ...,rm,au..., om)\ ï TJ ßH(ß^-
<l=l
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If we substitute (38) into (37) and set equal to zero the resulting coefficients of

ßxi---ßm we obtain

(40) J  ft»1 • ' ' bm)Zma(rx, ...,rn,ox,..., am)cTi ...Im = 0
tu=0

for v — v0= I,..., v0 + «; cra = 0,..., 8(p)— 1 ; p=l,..., m. Thus we have a system

(40) of at most Dn equations with integral coefficients in the F]« = i ('« +1) unknowns

Let £>0 and yl=yu + e, then for v0 sufficiently large we have

(41) log 377(/Xzv))<(v0+ «)'!.

for v=v0 +1,..., v0 + n. Let

(42) r„ - [(2DnY"»(v0 + nyi

where T=m_1 2?=i Yk-y'u- We can assume without loss of generality that

(43) Yu^^Yk+lIm       (p=l,...,m).
k = l

For suppose that yx£yag • • • <¡ym m+l and that (43) does not hold. Then

yx+ ■ ■ ■ +ym-i<(tn—l)(p — a) and (36) holds with m replaced by m — 1. Now,

Dn/(v0+n) is a nondecreasing function of « since hv is a nondecreasing function.

Consequently, by (43), tu is a nondecreasing function of « for which

m

(44) n ('« + 1) = 2A,« = i

Let a' = a + £ and assume that e is small enough so that

1    m

(45) j- 2 y; < />-«'•

It follows from (41), (42), and (45) that

(46) t„ log 3T7(/H(zv)) g c.D^n»-«-

for v=v0+1,..., v0+n and

(47) rw Ú cxDi"n»p-a'

where cx and all of the Cj's to follow are positive constants. The coefficients of

c%1...tm in equation (40) have, by (39) and (46), absolute value at most

m

(48) fi {2T7(/H(zv))}i» è exp [c27)i"v-].
M = l
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Hence by (44), (48), (47) and Schneider's Lemma 29 (Schneider [3, p. 140]) we see

that there are integers cH...Xm not all zero for which

(49) |ctl...tJ ^ exp[c37J>i""»"-a'].

This upper bound is an increasing function of n since by (45), a' < p.

We now assume that faz) = 0 for z = zVo + 1,..., zVo+ni for nx^n. By considering

the function

faz)
(z — zv0 +l)' ■ '{z~ZV(¡+n¡)

which is analytic in \z\ e3r/4, and the fact that

(50) |zVo+ni+1-zVo+1|...|zVo+ni + 1-zVo + nJ ^ exp [-n0x~el2 lognj

we conclude, by the maximum principle, that

(51) \fazVo+ni+1)\ Ú exp [ctDl^ni-"'+ cbnx-n{-°12 log nxl

For the denominator K of fazVo + ni +1) we have

(52) K ú exp [c6Z>;i>r*'].

For the conjugates we have

(53) \fa*XzVo +ni+1)\ Í exp [c7F>i>i-°'].

By (51), (52), and (53) we see that the norm satisfies

\N{KfazVo + ni+1))\ = exp[c8dni+1^fnra' + c5n1-nr£,2logn1].

Thus for e sufficiently small the last term in the exponent dominates the others so

that \N{KfazVo+Tll +1))\ < 1 in the case pj^l provided n>n0 and n0 is sufficiently

large. Hence fazVo+ni+1) = 0 for ny^n. Consequently faz) = 0 for z = zVo+1,

z„0 +2,... so that i^(z) = 0. Thus /.(z),..., /m(z) are algebraically .dependent if

P ̂  1. Now assume that p = 1. By Lemma 7 we have

(54) Fni ^expt-ynj

for n sufficiently large. Here y is independent of nx and can be made arbitrarily

large. By using (54) in place of (50) we conclude once again that

|A(A#(zVo+ni+1))| < 1        forn > n0.

This completes the proof.

Theorem IV generalizes Schneider's Theorem I. Indeed, let m=2, fx{z)=g{z),

f2{z) = z, zv=ll» and degg{l¡v)^d. Then «=1/2, p=l, H{l¡v) = v, y2 = 0 and the

hypothesis becomes yi < 1 which is exactly Schneider's condition. Consequently

g{z) is algebraic (in the arithmetic sense), provided it is analytic at z=0. In fact

from Theorem IV we get the following generalization of Schneider's Theorem I :
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Let g(z) be analytic at z=0. Let {zv} be a sequence of distinct algebraic points

converging to zero. Suppose that g(zv) is algebraic for v= 1, 2, 3,... and that

a,,,      logÇdegr.deggfr,))
V-.00 lOg V

.. log log 3T7(zv)      .
lim sup        .  -*-*£ = 0,

V- oo log V

hmsup10810,37^^ 2P-3ß-l.
V-.00 lOgv

Then g(z) is algebraic in the arithmetic sense.

In Theorem IV the sequence {zv} is completely general except that it converges

and the points are distinct. In Içen's paper separate conditions were imposed on the

height and degree of fu(zv) and more stringent conditions were imposed on the

sequence {zv}. In this paper we seek single restrictions on the combined behavior

of deg/„(zv), H(fu(zv)) and the rate of convergence of the sequence {zv}.

Let «i = 2, fx(z)=g(z), f2(z)=z and zv = l/v. Suppose that

.. log(degg(l/v))      .
hm sup . '     = ß.

V-.00 logv

Then condition (36) is replaced by 3ß+yx< 1.

Theorem V. Let ß and yx be as above. Then for each yx^l there are uncountably

many (transcendental) functions g(z) such that

(55) g(z) is analytic at z = 0,

(56) g(l/") is algebraic of bounded degree for integral v > v0.

The set of functions g(z) with g(l/v) algebraic which satisfy ß + yx< 1 and (55) is

countable. In particular, in the case ß = 0 the arithmetic limit ofyx is 1 and hence, in

this case Schneider's upper bound for yx, namely 1, is the best possible.

The proof is analogous to that of Theorem II only here the coefficient ax in (33)

is given by, for example,

ax = eJ2^\x+l).

uncountably many

no functions transcendental functions
0.-a-. .-»s-

Î 1

all
algebraic

functions

Figure 2. The spectrum on the y,-axis of functions satisfying (55) and (56).
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Thus the spectrum of functions g{z) satisfying (55) and (56) is quite simple.

Such a function is algebraic if and only if y! = 0 and there are no such functions

with 0 < yx < 1. See Figure 2. Figure 1 is a refinement of Figure 2 indicating what

happens at the point yx = 1.

The following refinement of Theorem IV covers Schneider's Theorem III and

can be established by a similar argument.

Theorem VI. Suppose that a^O. Then the conclusion of Theorem IV holds under

the same hypotheses but with (36) replaced by

1    m

a+-m Iy« = p-

log77(Z(zv)) = 0(,Mogv)

Fj'mdv + 1 = „(4

for p.= l,..., m; and

To cover Theorem I and Theorem III we need more complicated refinements of

condition (36) than that of Theorem VI, namely (a) and (b) below. Let

d* =  max (dv +x).
lS*Sv

For constants al5..., am define

, log{DVm{d*+xy» log 377(/i(zv))}
cüu = lim sup

Í2W = lim sup

log v

DVlm{d*+xT> log 377(/(zv))

AB = lim sup

Va* log V

D>lm(d*+1)a

va» log v

and

r„(v) = DVm{Vo+vy-">{d*+1y

Theorem VII. Let /i(z),.. .,/m(z) be m functions analytic at z = 0. Let {zv} be a

sequence of distinct points converging to zero. Suppose that fu{zv) is algebraic for

p= 1,..., m and v= 1, 2, 3,.... Then each of the following two conditions (a) and

(b) implies that/(z),.. .,/m(z) are algebraically dependent.

(a) There are constants ait...,am for which 2« = i <*«èm,

(57)       max Yu{x) ̂  °Y{v)      for p = I,..., m and for some constant a,
láJíSv

1      m

w = 2.cüw < p.
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(b) There are constants ax,..., am with 2« = i ^u = m so that (l/m) 2« = i °}n = p,

(57) holds and

(59)

(60)

(61)

Du < oo       (p = l,...,m),

\=0        (p= l,...,m),

m om

n Q« < 2(2m(l+a)T

For example, (57) will hold with a= 1 if «v is nondecreasing so that Dvl(i>0 + ¡>) is

nondecreasing ; au\m + p — wu ä 0 and au ^ 1 for p = 1,..., m.

Proof. Let us prove part (b). Let e > 0 and let ü'ß = Q„ + e. Then 0 < ü.'ß < oo and

(62) ■°iW^)S^ff¿-*)
for sufficiently large v. Assume that (62) holds for v > v0. By (60) we have

lim p(v) = oo.
V-» 00

Therefore we can choose « sufficiently large and so that v^v0 + n implies that

p(v) úp(v0 + n)- For such an « we have by (62)

for

Let

and

log3T7(/M(zv))S/Xvo + «)

v = v0 + l,..., v0+n.

r„ =

(m \ 11m  i

2 n %) /ß;-^'%0+«)"-%(i7*+1r»-1

r(«) = («Mog«W*+i-

Then by (57), r„ is a nondecreasing function of «. From (59) we obtain df+ x = o(n")

and consequently t(«) is nondecreasing.

Once again we obtain integers cH...lm not all zero for which

|ctl...tJ Ú exp m

(m \ 1/m

2nÛi       r(«) + 0(r(«))

and this upper bound is a nondecreasing function of «. If we assume that <j>(z) = 0

for z=zVo+i,..., zVo + ni where «j ^ «, we conclude that

|#Zvo+»1+l)|   ^  eXP «7

(m \l/m "I

2 fj ü; I     r(nx) - (a - £)«î log «j. + o(n0x log Bi)  .

Tí ú exp ö«j
(m \ 1/m

2 11";)     T(»i) + o(r(nx))
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and
l/m

\faô\zV0 + ni+x)\ Sexp'

(m \ l/m

2nfli       r{nx) + o{r{nx))

Consequently,

|A(F<¿(zVo+ni+1))|

^ exp J2m(l +a)Í2 f\ Q'A     -{a-e)\n{ log nx + o{n{ log »J < 1

if n>n0 and e is sufficiently small. This completes the proof of (b). Part (a) is

established in a similar manner.

Conditions (a) and (b) become significant in case the inequality in (36) is re-

placed by equality. Condition (b) covers Theorem I(3) and Theorem HI.

A number of interesting corollaries can be obtained. Let m = 2, fx{z)=g{z),

f2{z)=z, dv = d, ax=2p and a2 = 0.

Corollary I. Let g{z) be analytic at z = 0. Let {zv} be a sequence of distinct

algebraic numbers of bounded degree with limv_eozv = 0. Suppose that g{zv) is

algebraic of bounded degree. Let deg Q{g{zv), zv) ¿ d. Then either of the following

conditions (c) and (d) implies that g{z) is algebraic {in the arithmetic sense).

, x ,• log log 377(zv) , ,. log log 377(g(zv))      .
(c) hm sup        , -^-^ + hmsup—-—^- < 2p-l.

V-oo log V v-«o lOgv

(63) (d) ^ = limsuplog/f(g(z-))<o0.
V^oo v" logv

(64) B = lim sup l0f H{Zv) < oo.
v-.» logv

(65) AB <
a2

128d3ß

In particular, if the requirement (63) is strengthened, we obtain the following

simpler result.

Corollary I'. Suppose <r^0. Then the conclusion of Corollary I holds under the

same hypotheses but with (63), (64), and (65) replaced by

limlog77(g(zv)) = 0
V-.00       yMogv

and
log 77(zv)

hm sup —s—i_ï£ < oo,
v-oo       log v

We now turn to the case of unbounded degree.

(3) Except for the fact that the resulting upper bound for y in (8) is smaller due to the

cruder type of Diophantine equation argument used in the proof of Theorem VII.
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Corollary IL Let g(z) be analytic at z = 0. Let {zv} be a sequence of distinct

algebraic numbers with limv-00 zv = 0. Suppose that g(zv) is algebraic for v>v0. Let

deg Q{g{zVo + v), zVo +v)g dv, deg zv deg g{zv) ¿ nv and

Vo +"

7>v=    2   *«■
X = Vo + V

Suppose that o-^O, dv, and nv are nondecreasing,

ljm F^d^2" log 377(g(zv)) = 0
v-.=o v2fl log i»

and

log 77(zv)
hm sup —7—i-ü < oo.

V-.00 logv

Then g{z) is algebraic {in the arithmetic sense).

Corollary I covers Theorem I. Corollaries I and I' generalize Içen's Theorem I

in the case where o-^O, 77(zv) grows at most like a power of v and g{z) is a function

of a complex variable. Corollary II covers Theorem III and Corollary F.
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